Osmosis Learn subscription license
Osmosis Learn is happy to provide access to any users – guest or subscribed users – on
the understanding that:


It is not an exclusive license / assignable license



Upon violation of terms and conditions, Osmosis Learn reserves the right to
terminate the access

Osmosis Learn believes in continual improvement and we will do so as we collect more
and more feedback from users. We may not meet everyone’s expectations, but we will
always uphold our vision. We will not be held liable for any perceived inconvenience and
dissatisfaction arising from the future releases.
Osmosis Learn operates on a freemium model where anyone can access the content /
assets without having to sign up.
To enjoy the benefits offered within the Osmosis ecosystem such as interactions with
domain experts, fellow learners, create and upload content, participate in polls and more,
users will need to sign up.
Each of the domain or Learning POD owners decide if they offer a free trial period and for
how long. If there is a period of free trial, users can sign up to enjoy the benefits for the
stated period for free.


Users will not be required to share credit card details at the time of sign up.



Before the expiry of free trial period, users will be alerted 7 days before, 3 days
before and on actual day to make payment for the subscription license to continue
to enjoy the benefits.



If users opt not to make payment, access to the site to explore the available assets
will still be available.



Subscription is charged on the 1st of each calendar month.



Each learning POD has its own subscription rates and may have its own terms and
conditions.

Users can terminate the subscription at any time. There will be no refund of the
subscription already paid for the month.
Users can sign up with more than one domain or learning PODs. Each learning POD
requires a different email address for sign in; users cannot use the same email address for
more than one learning POD.

